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a b s t r a c t
Internet-based vehicular ad hoc network (IVANET) is an emerging technique that combines a wired Internet
and a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) for developing an ubiquitous communication infrastructure and
improving universal information and service accessibility. A key design optimization technique in IVANETs
is to cache the frequently accessed data items in a local storage of vehicles. Since vehicles are not critically limited by the storage/memory space and power consumption, selecting proper data items for caching is not very critical. Rather, an important design issue is how to keep the cached copies valid when the
original data items are updated. This is essential to provide fast access to valid data for fast moving vehicles. In this paper, we propose a cooperative cache invalidation (CCI) scheme and its enhancement (ECCI)
that take advantage of the underlying location management scheme to reduce the number of broadcast
operations and the corresponding query delay. We develop an analytical model for CCI and ECCI techniques for fasthand estimate of performance trends and critical design parameters. Then, we modify
two prior cache invalidation techniques to work in IVANETs: a poll-each-read (PER) scheme, and an
extended asynchronous (EAS) scheme. We compare the performance of four cache invalidation schemes
as a function of query interval, cache update interval, and data size through extensive simulation. Our
simulation results indicate that the proposed schemes can reduce the query delay up to 69% and increase
the cache hit rate up to 57%, and have the lowest communication overhead compared to the prior PER and
EAS schemes.
Ó 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) consists of a set of highspeed mobile vehicles equipped with communication facilities
[1]. It supports inter-vehicle communications through a multihop message relay without the assistance of any ﬁxed infrastructure. A variety of applications built for VANETs will be available in
the near future as drivers request for more information regarding,
for example, safety and trafﬁc conditions. Drivers can monitor/
share real-time trafﬁc conditions, exchange ﬁles, and send/receive
emergency warning messages so that they can pro-actively avoid
accidents such as intersection collisions or chained collisions
[2,3]. This requires that drivers should be able to access the Internet service and information on wheel [4] through a roadside unit
(e.g. an access point (AP), an infostation [5], or a message relay
box [6]) located along the road that acts as a gateway to an infrastructure network.
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Therefore, in order to provide a ﬂexible connectivity, accessibility, and a rich set of services, it is imperative to consider the integration of a VANET with a wireless infrastructure, such as a wireless
local area network (e.g. IEEE 802.11) and a wireless wide area network (e.g. 3G). It is envisaged that such an Internet-based vehicular
ad hoc network, or IVANET, will prevail to become an ubiquitous communication infrastructure in the near future.
A key optimization technique in improving the communication
performance of IVANETs is to cache the frequently accessed data items
in a local storage. In an IVANET, it is less of a problem to determine
which data items to cache because the storage space in a vehicle is
not critically limited. However, a critical design issue is the cache
invalidation scheme, since applications require data consistency
with the server to avoid using any stale data. When a data item in
a server is updated, it is necessary to invalidate the cached copies
of this data item by broadcasting an invalidation report (IR). However, due to fast roaming vehicles, cache invalidation schemes developed for cellular networks and mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) may
not work well. Unlike these conventional networks, energy conservation is not an issue in IVANETs because a vehicle is supported by
its own built-in battery. Rather, our concerns are query delay and
cache hit ratio in the presence of mobility and frequent data updates.
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The following observations characterize the IVANETs in the context of cache invalidation and support our research motivation.
 Due to high-speed mobility, vehicles reside in a coverage area
for a short period of time. For example, the connection time
within a coverage area ranges from 5 to 24 s at city driving
[7]. Therefore, when a data server broadcasts an IR, it is not
straightforward which coverage area (s) to target. And, since
multiple coverage areas are involved in a broadcast operation,
the cost of broadcasting IRs becomes non-negligible.
 Since it is unlikely that adjacent vehicles have common data
items in a real IVANET environment, it is wasteful to broadcast
the same content of IRs to different vehicles because most of
contents may not be relevant to the vehicles.
 It is possible to have a proxy server between a data server and
vehicles to reduce the invalidation cost. However, in order to
support a scalable invalidation operation, it is essential for a
data server or a proxy server to coordinate with location management agents, which increases complexity.
As compared to MANET, the cache invalidation problem in an IVAis unique because of vehicles’ high-speed mobility and requirement of scalable cache invalidation operation.
To address these issues, we propose and analyze a cooperative
cache invalidation (CCI) scheme and its enhancement, called enhanced CCI (ECCI), which can effectively deal with fast moving
vehicles without incurring signiﬁcant overhead. Our contributions
are the following:

NET

 First, we suggest a hierarchical network model for IVANETs that
consists of access points (APs), gateway foreign agents (GFAs),
home agents (HAs), and data server (s). This model facilitates
scalable cache invalidation operations as well as efﬁcient location management by having the GFAs to take care of micromobility and micro-invalidation in their respective local areas.
 Second, we propose a cooperative approach, where both a server
and location management agents coordinate for cache invalidation. By maintaining a list of data items and the access history
by vehicles, a server asynchronously sends an IR to a HA rather
than blindly broadcasts to vehicles. Then the HA judiciously
reﬁnes and distributes the IR to appropriate GFAs, which can
answer the validity of the queried data item to reduce the
unavoidable query delay, witnessed in most IR-based techniques.
 Third, we develop an analytical model for predicting the performance trends of the proposed two cache invalidation schemes.
 Fourth, we modify two previous cache invalidation schemes,
poll-each-read (PER) and extended asynchronous (EAS), to work
in IVANETs and compare them against our proposed schemes.
We conduct simulation-based performance evaluation of the
four invalidation techniques along with the base case no-cache
model to observe the impact of query interval, cache update interval, and data size on system performance, and communication
overhead. According to the simulation results, the proposed
schemes reduce the query delay up to 69%, increase the cache hit
rate up to 57%, and incur lower communication overheads compared to two previous schemes. Overall, our study indicate that
the proposed schemes provide better performance at reduced
overhead and thus, are a viable approach for adopting in IVANETs.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. The prior work is reviewed and analyzed in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The proposed schemes and their analytical models are presented in
Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 is devoted to performance
evaluation, comparison, and discussion. Finally, we further exploit
several research issues for future directions and conclude the paper
in Sections 7 and 8, respectively.
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2. Background and related work
Most of cache invalidation schemes deploy one or combination
of following design aspects: whether to maintain the cache status
or not, who initiates cache validity, and level of cache consistency.
First, a server may or may not maintain any cache status. In a stateful approach [8–11], a server keeps track of which mobile node caches which data item. Whenever a data item is updated, the server
broadcasts an IR to inform the mobile nodes of the cache update. In
a stateless approach [12–14], however, the server is not aware of
any cache status and thus, it periodically broadcasts an IR including an update history. Depending on the IR size and broadcast
interval, there is a tradeoff between the efﬁciency of cache invalidation and query latency.
Second, the push/pull/hybrid techniques specify who initiates
cache validity. In the push approach [15], the server initiates the
cache validity, for example, by broadcasting an IR. In the pull approach [15], however, whenever a query is generated which can be
answered from a cached data item, a query request packet is sent
to the server to verify the validity of the cached data item before it
answers the query. Several push- and pull-based schemes [16] and
combining both schemes [17,18] have been proposed considering
the tradeoffs between query delay and communication overhead.
Third, depending on a consistency level of cached data items
with the server, there could be strong/weak/hybrid consistencies.
In the strong consistency [12,14,15], a query is answered by the
latest updated data item from either a cache or the server. In the
weak consistency [19], however, it needs not reﬂect the current
update of a data item. Thus, it may reduce the communication cost
and query delay, but increase the communication overhead due to
accessing stale data items. To balance strong and weak consistencies in terms of scalability, complexity, and communication cost, a
hybrid cache consistency scheme [17] is proposed, where mobile
nodes can ﬂexibly specify their consistency requirements for different types of data items.
In addition, there have been many research efforts on developing various caching schemes for MANETs [18,20–25] and Internetbased MANETs, called IMANETs [16,17], where MANET technologies are
combined with an Internet to provide a ﬂexible information accessibility and availability for users. For MANETs, Hara and Madria suggested a replication scheme for periodically updated data items
based on the previously suggested replica allocation method [20].
Replicated data items are periodically re-allocated depending on
the access frequency, remaining time to next update, and network
topology. However, estimation of optimal reallocation period and
remaining time to the next update are not practically feasible.
There are few invalidation approaches [16,17] for IMANETs. In [16],
several push and pull-based cache invalidation schemes are proposed based on the aggregate cache [26], in which the aggregated
local caches of the nodes can be considered as an uniﬁed large
cache for the IMANET.
In summary, little effort has been devoted in exploring the
cache invalidation issue for IVANETs, where the high-speed mobility
and scalability algorithm are primary concerns.
3. Revisit cache invalidation strategies
In this section, we analyze the prior cache invalidation strategies in terms of single- and multi-cell based designs, and formalize
the problem in an IVANET environment.
3.1. Single-cell based approach
Most of the prior IR-based schemes are variation of the timestamp (TS) scheme [12], where a base station (BS) broadcasts an
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IR every L seconds. Since the IR is periodically broadcasted, there
is an unavoidable delay before answering a query. Depending on
the length of broadcast interval, L, there is a tradeoff between
the communication overhead of cache invalidation and query latency. Although an updated invalidation report (UIR) [14] is proposed to further reduce the query latency by adding updated
between IRs, query delay of half of the broadcast interval
items

L
still exists. Since the TS scheme does not consider mobility,
2
it cannot be directly deployed in IVANETs. For example, when a
vehicle generates a query and waits for an IR, it may miss the
IR if it has moved to the next adjacent cell. To verify this, we
experimented with a single cell environment, where 20 vehicles
are randomly located and moved with a given velocity. In
Fig. 1(a), as the velocity increases, more vehicles handoff before
receiving the IR and thus, the IR miss ratio increases which is sensitive to L.

3.2. Multi-cell based approach
To reduce the IR miss ratio due to mobility, multi-cell based designs extended from the asynchronous stateful (AS) scheme [8] are
proposed, where a network component (e.g. mobile switching center (MSC) or server) located in a higher network hierarchy than a
BS executes cache invalidation operations. In [9], when a mobile
node handoffs, it either simply drops the cached data items or
checks them with the server for validity. Since the server maintains
a list of which data items are accessed by which mobile nodes,

whenever a data item is updated, it pro-actively unicasts IRs into
multiple cells, where the updated data item is cached. In VANETs,
however, vehicles stay in a cell for a short period of time and travel
along the large number of cells and thus, it is wasteful to examine
cached data items with the server for validity upon every handoff.
Also, the server’s pro-active IR transmission to multiple cells is neither a scalable solution nor efﬁcient, if the updated data item is not
queried.
To verify this, we experiment with a multi-cell environment,
where 50 vehicles are randomly located in ﬁve cells and move under a wrap around one-dimensional network topology. We compare two schemes extended from [12,9], namely an extended TS
(ETS) scheme and an extended AS (EAS) scheme. In ETS, a stateless
server broadcasts an IR to every cell in the system whenever vehicles cache an updated data item. In the EAS scheme, however, a
stateful server selectively broadcasts an IR to the cell(s). Also, upon
handoff, vehicles send all the valid cached data items’ ids to the
server for validity and receive an invalidation check packet, which
is counted as the IR trafﬁc. In Fig. 1(b), when the cache update
interval (Tu) is 10 (sec), due to the IR broadcasts to all the cells,
the ETS scheme shows the same amount of IR trafﬁcs and the impact of velocity on the IR trafﬁc is minimized. When Tu is 100 (sec),
the IR trafﬁc reduces. However, the ETS scheme is not scalable in
terms of the cache update rate and network size. In the EAS
scheme, as the velocity increases, it shows very high IR trafﬁc
regardless of cache update interval because of additional invalidation check packets upon every handoff (here, the mean query interval (Tq) is set 50 (sec)).
3.3. Summary
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Although the ETS scheme reduces the impact of mobility, there
still exists a non-negligible query delay and the stateless server
blindly broadcasts an IR to entire cells in the system, resulting in
a scalability issue. On the other hand, the EAS scheme has no query
delay when a queried data item is cached and marked as valid, but
it incurs heavy IR trafﬁc mainly due to mobility. Thus, reduction of
the mobility impact and IR trafﬁc are conﬂicting requirements, and
optimization of both is extremely complex. In light on this, a server
is required to keep track of a vehicle’s where abouts under the
coordination of other network agents not only to reduce the impact
of mobility and IR trafﬁc, but also to provide a scalable solution in
IVANETs.
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4. The proposed cache invalidation strategy
In this section, ﬁrst we brieﬂy introduce a system model and
then present our cache invalidation technique.
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Fig. 1. Effect of velocity (L = 10 or 20 (sec) [14,9]): (a) IR miss ratio (b) Average IR
trafﬁc per query (Tq = 50 (sec), and Tu = 10 (Subﬁgure (a)) or 100 (sec) (Subﬁgure
(b))).

As illustrated in Fig. 2, a hierarchical network model for IVANET
is motivated by a cellular network, and it consists of access points
(APs), gateway foreign agents (GFAs), home agents (HAs), and
servers of data item source. First, vehicles are equipped with communication facilities such as an IEEE 802.11-based dedicated short
range communication (DSRC) transceiver [1]. Thus, they can either
communicate with other vehicles or connect to the Internet ﬂexibly. Since providing a location tracking capability in vehicles is
becoming popular, we assume that vehicles are aware of their
current location. Also, vehicles have a built-in navigation system
via GPS, in which a digital map is loaded to show roads around
current location and direction, the shortest path to the destination, trafﬁc conditions, location-dependent information, and other
information. In addition, unlike cellular and MANET environments,
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data item is cached in a vehicle. Then the HA judiciously reﬁnes
and re-distributes the IR to appropriate GFA (s), where they can
answer the validity of a queried data item, requested from a vehicle. Here, GFAs do not pro-actively send the IR to the individual
vehicles, but reply a vehicle’s validity request by a on-demandbasis.
The rationale behind this approach is the following: (i) Since a
vehicle’s location is implicitly maintained by both a GFA and an
HA, the server can avoid keeping track of the vehicles’ current location, which is in fact a duplicated operation with the location management; (ii) Also, since a vehicle has a low probability of ﬁnding
common data items in adjacent vehicles, broadcasting the same
IR to different vehicles is inefﬁcient in IVANETs; and (iii) In addition,
since the query rate of vehicles is independent of the cache update
rate of the server, whenever a data item is updated, a blind IR
broadcast incurs heavy IR trafﬁc. The proposed cache invalidation
mechanism avoids these issues.

Road

Vehicle

4.3. Proposed cache invalidation technique
Fig. 2. A system model of

IVANET.

where nodes move without restrictions, vehicles are bounded to
the underlying ﬁxed roads with speed limits and trafﬁc lights in
VANETs.
Second, in order to support global wireless access of an Internet,
a mobile IP [27] is deployed, in which vehicles are able to access
the Internet and maintain their on-going communications, while
they move at a high-speed. When a vehicle accesses the Internet,
it searches the nearest located AP, which is a gateway to the Internet, to access any information and service. An AP is located in a
communication area and can be mounted on the top of a signal
light or a road lamp along the road. Also, the AP plays an additional
role as a foreign agent (FA). Thus, when a vehicle moves from one
coverage area to another, it performs a location update/register
operation that involves an AP, a GFA, and an HA. To avoid frequent
location register/update operations for fast roaming vehicles, we
use an IP micro-mobility support, in which vehicles report the
HA only when a major change occurs such as changes to a regional
network. In this paper, a 2-way handshake [28] is used to implement location updates by exchanging either a home or regional request/reply packet between a vehicle and a GFA (or HA) through an
AP (or GFA).
Third, a database may be attached to any components in the
proposed system, e.g. an AP, a GFA, an HA or a database server.
However, due to the consistency issue among replicas stored in
multiple databases, we assume that the database is attached to a
database server. We also assume that the database consists of a total of D data items. A data item (dx) is the basic unit of an update or
a query operation, where 1 6 x 6 D. The database is only updated
by the server, while a query is generated by the vehicles for
read-only requests.

4.2. The cooperative approach
In this paper, we propose a cooperative stateful approach,
where a server and network agents of location management coordinate together for cache invalidation operations. The server and
network agents maintain a list of which data item is accessed
by which vehicle and vehicles’ current locations, respectively. Unlike most of the prior stateful designs, the server does not keep
track of a vehicle’s current location for IR broadcast. Thus, whenever a data item is updated, it sends an IR to an HA rather than
blindly broadcasting the IR to multiple cells, where the updated

In this subsection, we describe the detail operation of the
cooperative cache invalidation (CCI) scheme and its enhanced
scheme (ECCI). First, a server maintains a list of which data item
(dx, x 2 D) is accessed by which vehicle in a registry (rs), [id(dx),
[vid(vx,y), tx,y]], where vx,y = {vyj request (dx) ^ (y 2 N)}, vid is a
vehicle’s id, and tx,y is the access time of dx by vy. Here, D and N
are the number of data items and vehicles, respectively. Whenever a data item is updated, the server generates an IR
ðRs Þ; < idðdx Þ; v idðv x;y Þ; tcur >, and it is not directly broadcasted
to the vehicles but sent to an HA. Here, tcur is the current timestamp. Upon receiving the Rs , since the HA maintains location
information about which vehicle is currently roaming under
which GFA (gi) in a registry (rh), [vid(vy), gi], it compares the vy
with Rs and rh. Then the HA creates a new IR ðRh Þ; <
idðdx Þ; t cur >, based on the matched gi and sends it to the appropriate GFA. Depending on the number of matched GFAs, more than
one Rh can be created. Also, each Rh may have a different size
that is less than or equal to the original Rs received from the
server. Upon receiving the Rh , the GFA updates its registry and
thus, it has the most recent updated IR with the server.
Second, when a vehicle (vy) initially connects
to a server, it sends
c
all the ids of cached data items dk and their timestamps,

  
v idðv y Þ; id dck ; tk , and then the server updates its registry. Here, k
is 1 6 k 6 c and c is the total number of cache slots. Whenever the
server receives a request packet for validating or accessing a data
item, it also updates its registry. Also, when a vehicle handoffs to
the coverage area which is under a different GFA, then the HA updates its registry and forwards the Rh to the new GFA when a cached
data item is updated in the vehicle. The Rh may be forwarded to the
appropriate APs to further reduce the query latency, but it is an overhead for the GFA, if a vehicle frequently moves among the coverage
areas.
According to the proposed cache invalidation mechanism, let us
examine the detail operation of a query request. First, when a vehicle (vy) generates a query for a data item (dx) which is not cached, it
sends a request packet for accessing the data item to the server. The
packet contains the vehicle’s care-of address (CoA), an id of the requested data item, and a single bit ﬂag (f) representing whether the
queried data item is cached or not, [CoAy, id(dx), fx], and it is sent to
the nearest AP. Here, fx is set to 0. As the packet is forwarded to the
server through the AP and GFA, CoAs of the AP and GFA are appended in the packet header, [CoAGFA, [CoAAP, [CoAy, id(dx), fx]]], to
keep the route information. Upon receiving the request packet,
the server attaches the queried data item to the ack packet with
the route information. The ack packet is replied back to the AP
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via the GFA. Then the AP unicasts the packet and thus, the corresponding vehicle can receive the data item.

1: (A) When an AP receives a request packet from vy:
2: append CoAAP to the request packet and forward it to a GFA;
3: (B) When a GFA receives a request packet from an AP:


4: if fx ^ tcx P tux then
5: reply an ack packet to vy;
6: else
7: append CoAGFA to the request packet and forward it to the
server;
8: end if
9: (C) When an HA receives an IR ðRs Þ from the server:
10: for v idðv k Þ 2 Rs do
11: ﬁnd a CoAGFA matched to a CoAk;
12: create an IR ðRh Þ; < idðdx Þ; t cur >, send it to the GFA;
13: end for

Algorithm 1 Vehicle side
1: (A) When vy generates a query for dx:
2: fx
0;
3: if dx 2 Ly then
4: fx
1;


5: attach fx ; tcx to a request packet;
6: else
7: attach fx to a request packet;
8: end if
9: append [CoAy, id(dx)] to the request packet;
10: send the request packet to the nearest AP;
11: (B) When vy receives an ack packet:
u
12: if dx then
u
13: cache dx
dx in Li;
14: end if
15: save t cx
t cur in Li;
16: answer the query;

5. Analytical model

Second, when a query is generated which can be answered by
a cached copy of data item, the vehicle sends a request packet to
the GFA for checking validity through the nearest AP. The GFA
compares the id of queried data item with the Rh and replies an
ack packet, if the cached copy is valid. If the cached copy is not valid, then the GFA forwards the packet to the server. When the server receives the request packet, it veriﬁes the status of the queried
data item and replies an ack packet with the route information, if
it is a valid copy. If not, it uses the same procedure as the ﬁrst
case to supply the data item. The pseudo codes for the proposed
scheme are presented in Algorithms 1–3, where Ly is a local cache
of vy.
Algorithm 2 Server side
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

(A) When a server receives a request packet for dx from


if fx ^ t cx P t ux
reply an ack packet to vy;
else
u
attach dx to an ack packet and reply it to vy;
end if
update Rs, [id(dx), [vid(vx,y), tx,y]];
(B) When dx is updated:
send an IR, <id(dx), vid(vx,y), tcur>, to an HA;

Algorithm 3 AP, GFA, or HA side

vy:

Third, to further enhance the CCI scheme, called enhanced CCI
(ECCI), the GFAs cache data items in their local storage for future
query requests from vehicles. Since an updated data item attached
to an ack packet is replied back to vehicles from the server, a GFA
intercepts the packet and caches the updated data item. Based on
the IR received from the server through HA, GFAs also can maintain
a set of valid data items and reply ack packets to vehicles directly, if
the queried data item is cached, without forwarding the query request to the server.
In summary, based on the cooperative approach, the server and
network agents of the underlying location management coordinate
the cache invalidation operations, where the server does not
blindly broadcast an IR but sends it to the HA. Then the HA judiciously reﬁnes and re-distributes the IR to the GFAs, where the
queried data items can be validated or replied.

In this section, we analyze the proposed cache invalidation
scheme and its enhancement in terms of a cost function. Let Cprot
be the average communication protocol cost, which consists of
the communication costs of query operation (Cquery) and cache
invalidation operation (Cinvalid):

C prot ¼ kq  C query þ ku  C inv alid ;

ð1Þ

where the arrival process of the query and update is modeled as a
Poisson processes with an arrival rate of kq and ku at a vehicle and
a server, respectively. A set of notations used for analysis is summarized in Table 1.
5.1. The query cost
Whenever a query is generated, a vehicle accesses the server for
validity before answering the query even though the queried data
item is cached. Thus, Cquery includes the communication cost between a vehicle and an AP (cx), AP and GFA (cy), and GFA and the
server (cs), and the query processing cost at the AP (qa), GFA (qg),
and server (qs). We assume that the communication cost is proportional to the distance between a source and destination, and it is
 and a conrepresented in terms of the average number of hops ðhÞ
stant factor of each hop (j) [28]. Thus, cy and cs are hy  j and hs  j,
respectively. We also assume that the wireless communication
cost is x times higher than the wired communication cost and
thus, cx is x  j.
The Cquery varies in following three cases: (i) When a queried
data item is not cached; (ii) When a cached data item is not valid;
or (iii) When a cached data item is valid. Both (i) and (ii) cases are
treated as a cache miss, and the query request is forwarded to the
server. Then the query cost of cache miss, C miss
query , is calculated as:

C miss
query ¼ 2  ðqa þ qg Þ þ qs þ j  ð1 þ gÞ  ðhy þ hs þ xÞ;

ð2Þ

where we assume that a data item is transmitted by a number of
packets (g) [11]. The third case is a cache hit and the query request
is validated in the GFA. Then the query cost of cache hit, C hit
query , is calculated as:

C hit
query ¼ 2  qa þ qg þ 2  j  ðhy þ xÞ:

ð3Þ

hit
In Eqs. (2) and (3), both C miss
query and C query are represented in terms of
the processing and communication costs. By combining Eqs. (2) and
(3), Cquery is expressed as:
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Table 1
Notation.
kq, ku
tq, tu
cs, cw, cx, cy, cz
qa, qg, qs
 j
h;
hs ; hw ; hx ; hy ; hz

x
g, m
d, c
n, n0
as, ah, az

The arrival rate of query and update at a vehicle and the server, respectively
The query and update arrival time, respectively
The communication cost between GFA M server, HA M server, vehicle M AP, AP M GFA,
and GFA M HA
The query processing cost at the AP, GFA, and server
The average number of hops, and the constant factor of each hop
The number of hops between GFA M server, HA M server, vehicle M AP, AP M GFA, and
GFA M HA
The constant factor of the wireless communication cost
The number of packets and the number of GFAs, respectively
The percentage of the database for local cache size in a vehicle and GFA, respectively
The percentage of hot and cold data items in the database, respectively
The update processing cost at server, HA, and GFA, respectively

miss
C query ¼ P hit  C hit
query þ P miss  C query ;

ð4Þ

where Phit and Pmiss( = 1  Phit) are the probability of cached data
item being valid and invalid in the GFA, respectively.
The cache hit occurs when a queried data item is cached and accessed before it is updated at the server. Here, let us assume that
the number of data items stored in the database is D and a local
cache size is d% of D. We also assume that the data items are divided into hot (popular) and cold (unpopular) data subsets, and
they are n% and n0 % of D, respectively, where n0 is 100  n. There
is a high probability that the data item is chosen in the hot set
(Phot < 1). Here, d < n and Pcold = 1  Phot. Then the probability of
the queried data item, which is cached in a vehicle, Pcache, is expressed as:

Pcache

d  Phot
d  ð1  Phot Þ
¼ Phot 
:
þ ð1  Phot Þ 
n
n0

ð5Þ

If a cached data item is queried after it is updated, then it is an
invalid data item. The probability of data item being updated during the period from the current time to the query arrival time is expressed as:

Pupdate ¼ Pðt u < tq Þ ¼

Z

1
tq ¼0

Z

tq

f ðt q Þgðtu Þdt u dtq ¼

t u ¼0

ku
;
kq þ ku

ð6Þ

where tu and tq are the update and query arrival times, respectively.
Then we can obtain the hit rate, Phit, by combining Eqs. (5) and (6)
as:

Phit ¼ P cache  ð1  P update Þ:

ð7Þ

5.2. The invalidation cost
The Cinvalid includes the communication cost between the server
and an HA (cw), and the HA and GFA (cz). Also, the IR update processing costs at server (as), HA (ah), and GFA (ag) are added as:

C inv alid ¼ as þ hw  j þ ah þ hz  j  m þ ag  m;

ð8Þ

where m is the average number of GFAs under an HA, and the communication cost between an HA and the server (cw) is similarly derived as hw  j.
5.3. Model for the enhancement case


The average communication protocol cost C gprot and query


cost C gquery of the enhancement scheme are the same as Eqs. (1)
and (4), respectively except that Phit needs to be recalculated. The
Phit in the GFA, P ghit , occurs in following two cases: (i) A queried data
item is cached in a vehicle and it is validated as a valid copy in the

GFA; or (ii) A queried data item is not cached in a vehicle but its
valid copy is cached in the GFA.
The ﬁrst case is the same as the Eq. (7). In the second case, the
probability of the queried data item, which is cached in the GFA,
Pgcache , needs to be calculated and it is expressed as:

Pgcache ¼ Phot 

c  Phot
n

þ ð1  Phot Þ 

c  ð1  Phot Þ
n0

;

ð9Þ

where we assume that the cache size of a GFA is c% of D. Here, c < n.
Then P ghit is given by,

(

Pcache  ð1  Pupdate Þ

ðiÞ case

ð1  Pcache Þ  P gcache  ð1  P update Þ ðiiÞ case
By combining both the cases, Pghit is expressed as:

Pghit ¼ ðPcache þ ð1  Pcache Þ  Pgcache Þ  ð1  Pupdate Þ:

ð10Þ

Therefore C gquery is expressed as:

 g
 hit0
miss
g
C gquery ¼ Phit  C hit
query þ P hit  P hit  C query þ P miss  C query ;

ð11Þ

0

g
g
where C hit
query ¼ 2  qa þ qg þ j  ð1 þ gÞ  ðhy þ xÞ and P miss ¼ 1  P hit .
Compared to Eq. (4), additional processing and communication
 0 
costs C hit
query between a vehicle and GFA are added in Eq. (11). This

is because when a queried data item is not cached in the vehicle but
cached in the GFA, it should be delivered to the vehicle in the
enhancement scheme. Thus, C gquery includes the costs for validating
a query request in the GFA and delivering a queried data item from
the server or GFA to the vehicle.
We show the numerical results of both the average communication protocol cost and cache hit in Fig. 3. The query processing
costs at the AP, GFA, and server are set to 10, 15, and 25, respectively. Similarly the update processing costs at the GFA, HA, and
the server are set to 10, 15, and 25, respectively. The local cache
sizes in a vehicle and a GFA are set to 5% of database, respectively.
In Fig. 3(a), both communication protocol costs increase as both
query and update rates increase, but they are more sensitive to
the update rate. In Fig. 3(b), the cache hit increases as the query
rate increases but it decreases as the update rate increases. The
enhancement case achieves better performance because of additional caching in GFAs, that helping consuming more query requests directly without forwarding them to the server.
Since the proposed model is intended only to estimate the performance trend, we conduct detail performance evaluation through
extensive simulation in the following section. The performance optimization could improve the usefulness of the analysis but it is beyond the scope of this paper. For example, the query cost can be
reduced by caching more valid data items at GFAs. However, the
invalidation cost may increase due to frequent validation operations
between the server and GFAs. Thus, reduction of the query and
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Fig. 3. The query cost and cache hit as a function of query and update rates. The
enhancement case is shown in shade.

invalidation costs is conﬂicting requirements, and optimization of
both is admittedly extremely complex.

6. Performance evaluation
6.1. Simulation testbed
We develop a customized discrete-event simulator using
CSIM19 [29] to conduct our experiments. To examine the proposed
idea, we use a simple wrap around one-dimensional network
topology (see Fig. 4) with a velocity suitable for a city driving under
emphasis on the data caching and its invalidation. In this paper, we
neither consider a high speed mobility model nor deploy an advanced location management scheme (i.e., [28]) to clearly see the
effect of our cache invalidation strategies on the performance.
We deploy 25 APs1 to cover the area and assume that each AP is
located in the center of a coverage area with 2 Mbps bandwidth. Five
GFAs are deployed in the area and each GFA consists of 5 APs. A set of
vehicles is randomly located in the area, travels with a given velocity
suitable for a city driving, and communicates with the APs. The communication delay is dependent on the distance among wired network agents (e.g. AP, GFA, HA, and server) represented by the
1
The AP (e.g. an infostation [30,5], or a message relay box [6]) to cover the area,
and they are located along the road and act as a gateway to an infrastructure network.
We envision that drivers should be able to access not only roadside Wi-Fi stations but
also high-speed wide area 3G cellular networks and thus, the diameter of coverage
area will become wider than that of we have assumed based on [31] in this paper.

number of hops. Based on [28], the number of hops between an AP
and a GFA, a GFA and HA, a GFA and the server, and the server and
HA are set to 5, 10, 25, and 25, respectively. We assume that the
bandwidth of the wired network is 100 Mbps.
Both update and query inter arrival times follow the exponential distribution. The entire data items stored in the database is
classiﬁed into two subsets, hot and cold data items. We assume
that 80% and 20% of update requests are uniformly distributed
within the hot and cold subsets, respectively. The Zipf distribution
model [32] is often used to model a skewed access pattern, where h
is the access skewness coefﬁcient. The access probability of the ith
P
1
n
1
data item is represented as X
, where X ¼
, and 0 6 h 6 1.
j¼1 jh
ih
Setting h = 0 corresponds to the uniform distribution. Here, we set
h to 0.8 based on the real Web traces [33].
Each vehicle caches 5% of the data items in the database. When
a cache is full, we use the least recently used (LRU) cache replacement policy. We do not deploy an advanced cache admission or
replacement policy proposed in [26] to clearly see the effect of
the proposed scheme on the performance. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2.

6.2. Performance comparison
To compare the performance of proposed schemes, we modiﬁed
two prior cache invalidation techniques to work in IVANET: a polleach-read (PER) scheme, and an extended asynchronous (EAS)
scheme. The PER2 scheme [10] is an on-demand approach extended
from [34], where a query is forwarded to the server for either validating a cached data item or receiving the queried data item. In
2
A server-based poll-each-read (SB-PER) scheme [10] is proposed to further
improve the performance of PER under the assumption of available global access and
update information in a server. However, obtaining the global update information is
practically infeasible and thus, we do not consider the SB-PER scheme in this paper.
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Fig. 5. Query delay as a function of mean update interval.

the EAS3 scheme, as we mentioned in Section 3, a stateful server
maintains a list of ids of the cached data items in vehicles, and broadcasts an IR to inform the vehicles of any cache update. Thus, a
queried data item, which is cached, is used to answer the query
directly without validating with the server. When a vehicle handoffs,
it sends the entire valid cached data item ids to the server for validity
check and receives an invalidation check packet from the server. For
comparison, we add the proposed cooperative approach in these
schemes, where the impact of mobility on the performance is
minimized. In addition, we include the base case, no cache (NC),
where a query request is forwarded to the server always.
6.3. Simulation results
We evaluate the impact of update interval (Tu), query interval
(Tq), and size of data items, and examine the communication overheads of the cache invalidation strategies.
6.3.1. Impact of update interval
First, we evaluate the query delay and cache hit rate of cache
invalidation strategies as a function of update interval. In
Fig. 5(a), as the update interval increases, the query delay
decreases. The NC scheme is not affected by the update and query
3
Both asynchronous (AS) [9] and call-back (CB) [35] schemes are similar in the
sense that a stateful server broadcasts an IR to the mobile nodes for cache updates.
Since the CB scheme is designed for a single-cell environment, we extend the AS
scheme for comparison in this paper.

1

10

2

10

3

10

Mean Update Interval (sec)

(b) Tq = 100
Fig. 6. Cache hit as a function of mean update interval.

intervals because every query is forwarded to the server for access.
In Fig. 5(b), when the query interval is high, the overall query delays increase because more cached data items become invalid before they are queried. Both PER and EAS schemes show high
query delays closer to the NC scheme in the low update intervals,
but the EAS scheme exhibits lower query delay with high update
intervals, because more valid cached data items are found without
additional validation delay with the server. Both our CCI and ECCI
schemes show better performance than other two schemes. Especially the ECCI scheme shows the lowest query delay for the entire
update intervals due to additional caching in the GFAs.
In Fig. 6(a), as the update interval increases, the cache hit rate
increases. Both CCI and ECCI schemes show higher cache hit rates
than other two schemes because a query can be validated or answered in the GFA before it is forwarded to the server. The detail
analysis of cache hit is presented in Fig. 9(a) later. In Fig. 6(b), when
the query interval is high, the overall cache hits decrease. However,
the ECCI scheme is not affected much by both query and update
intervals and shows the highest cache hit rate for the entire update
intervals.
6.3.2. Impact of query interval
Second, we examine the query delay and cache hit of the cache
invalidation strategies as a function of query interval. In Fig. 7(a),
when the update interval is low, both PER and EAS schemes show
almost similar performance to the NC scheme except for the low
query intervals. This is because, due to frequent update of data
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items, more queried cached data items become invalid and thus,
more queried requests are forwarded to the server. In Fig. 7(b),
when the update interval is high, the overall query delays decrease.
The EAS scheme shows lower query delay than the PER scheme because a valid cached data item can directly be used for answering a
query, but higher query delay than that of both CCI and ECCI
schemes because a query is forwarded up to the server when the
queried cached data item is either invalid or unavailable.
In Fig. 8(a), when the update interval is low, both PER and EAS
schemes show almost no cache hit except for the low query intervals due to frequent update of data items. In Fig. 8(b), when the update interval is high, both PER and EAS schemes still suffer from the
low cache hit resulting in the high query delay. Regardless of query
and update intervals, both the CCI and ECCI schemes achieve higher cache hits than the other two schemes.

6.3.3. Impact of cooperative approach
Third, we analyze the proposed schemes in terms of the local
cache hit and a remote cache hit. The local cache hit is the ratio
that a queried data item is locally cached and validated by the server, while the remote cache hit is the ratio that a queried data item
is validated or found from the GFAs. In the ECCI scheme, the remote cache hit can be enhanced when a queried data item is cached in GFAs. In Fig. 9(a), when the pair of query and update
interval is 10/100 (sec), both CCI and ECCI schemes show higher
cache hits than other two schemes. The CCI scheme achieves the
highest remote cache hit because many queries are validated in
the GFAs before they are forwarded to the server. However, the

ECCI scheme shows higher local cache hit than other three
schemes because many queried data items found in the GFA
brought to the query request senders for caching. Then these cached data items are used for answering the next query requests,
resulting better local cache hits. In case of 100/10 (sec), due to frequent update of data items, both PER and EAS schemes show no
cache hit, while both CCI and ECCI schemes heavily rely on the remote cache hit.
6.3.4. Impact of data size
Next, we measured the query delay as a function of data size. In
Fig. 9(b), the ECCI scheme outperforms the others and achieves the
lowest query delay for all data sizes. The performance gap between
the NC and other schemes is larger as the data size increases. Due
to additional communication with the server on every query request for validating or accessing the data items, both NC and PER
schemes show higher query delays than the other three schemes.
6.3.5. Communication overhead
Finally, we evaluate the communication overhead of the cache
invalidation strategies in terms of the average number of packet
transmissions only from the network components including the
query request, reply, and IR packet transmissions. In Fig. 10, both
NC and PER schemes require six packet transmissions from a vehicle,
AP, GFA, and server for answering a query. Although additional IR
transmission from the server and HA is required in both CCI and ECCI
schemes, they achieve the less number of packet transmissions than
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In summary, the proposed cooperative cache invalidation
schemes provide better performance and less overhead. The
cooperative approach reduces the impact of high-speed mobility
and provides a scalable cache invalidation operation, because a server and network agents of location management coordinate together for cache invalidation operation. Thus, the proposed
schemes are a viable approach for implementing IVANETs.
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plotted from left to right.

that of NC and PER schemes because some of queries can be validated in GFAs before they are further forwarded to the server. The
EAS scheme may reduce the query delay, but it incurs maximum
communication overhead, especially in low update intervals (e.g.
100/10 (sec)) mainly due to excessive IR packet transmissions.

In this subsection, we discuss how the simulation parameters
and assumptions affect the caching performance. We ﬁrst investigate how data access pattern affects the caching performance. In
this paper, a skewed access pattern is considered and the Zipf distribution model [32] is deployed based on the real Web traces (i.e.,
h = 0.8). Since frequently accessed data items (i.e., hot data items)
are highly preferred to be cached, a non-uniform data access pattern is implicitly assumed in most caching schemes. If the data access pattern is uniform (i.e., h = 0.0), the beneﬁts of caching in
terms of low query delay and communication overhead reduce.
Also the problem of data caching can be turned into data replication [20,36], where multiple copies of data item are stored in local
caches and a performance tradeoff between data accessibility and
access latency is a major performance matrix.
Second, we investigate how packet collision or loss affects the
caching performance. In this paper, no packet (i.e., IR) collision or loss
is assumed between vehicles and APs. We can relax this assumption
by considering limited broadcast bandwidth, unreliable wireless link,
or high vehicle density often witnessed in a rush hour or a city event.
In case of IR packet collision or loss, the query delay increases because
a vehicle cannot answer a query until it receives the IR. Due to lack of
receiving IRs, long-disconnection problem [13] can be occurred and
the entire cached data items can be thrown away for validation. Thus,
overall caching performance will decrease.
7. Research issues
We further exploit several issues open for investigation toward
future research directions. First, we envision that vehicles will be
able to access not only roadside Wi-Fi stations but also 3G networks. Here, in contrast to 3G networks, roadside Wi-Fi stations
have advantage of easy to deploy with low cost but provide high
bandwidth. When each vehicle has a connection supported either
by 3G networks or satellite techniques, its high-speed mobility still
becomes an issue for cache invalidation operation. In light of this,
coordination with location management scheme is essential to reduce the cost of IR broadcast. Since vehicles are bounded to move
under a ﬁxed road with speed limits and trafﬁc lights, prediction of
future movement considering such restrictions will also reduce the
impact of mobility.
Second, as compared to MANETs and IMANETs, the unique challenges
in IVANETs such as scheduling [37] and data dissemination [38] will
motivate further research in this area. Since vehicles moves with
high-speed, they have a short period of time to contact a roadside
unit for download and upload requests. As the number of vehicles
increases in a rush hour, it is not trivial to design an efﬁcient scheduling scheme for the server to process the requests in a timely
manner. Due to vehicles’ high-speed mobility, the conventional
broadcast technique for data dissemination cannot directly be
applied to IVANETs. In IVANETs, the roadside unit (e.g. data source)
broadcasts data items to passing by vehicles and they exchange
the data items with other vehicles located within the communication range. Also the roadside unit periodically broadcasts data items
at the intersection, and vehicles can buffer and re-broadcast the data
items at the intersection for easy of data dissemination. These
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Table 3
Acronym.
VANET
IVANET
MANET
IR
UIR
TS
BS
MSC
AP
FA
GFA
HA
CoA
DSRC
NC
PER
SB-PER
AS
CB
EAS
ETS
CCI
ECCI
LRU

Appendix A
Vehicular ad hoc network
Internet-based vehicular ad hoc network
Mobile ad hoc network
Invalidation report
Updated invalidation report
Time stamp
Base station
Mobile switching center
Access point
Foreign agent
Gateway foreign agent
Home agent
Care-of address
Dedicated short range communication
No cache
Poll-each-read
Server-based poll-each-read
ASynchronous
Call-back
Extended ASynchronous
Extended time stamp
Cooperative cache invalidation
Enhanced cooperative cache invalidation
Least recently used

techniques can improve the data accessibility and availability and
reduce the network trafﬁc.
Third, in this paper, we implicitly assume a strong consistency
model, in which a query should be answered by the latest updated
data item from either a local cache or the server. However, we need
to relax this assumption to support growing diversity in applications and users’ demands requiring a certain consistency level with
the server. Note that ensuring a strong consistency is not always a
prompt and critical requirement. For example, map, video clip, and
weather information are not update sensitive and thus, occasional
inconsistency between the source and its cached copy would be
acceptable. Little effort has been devoted in developing a ﬂexible
consistency-based technique [17,39]. We expect that this technique can effectively balance among the cost of accessing data
item, complexity of consistency maintenance, and query latency.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the cache invalidation issue in an
where minimizing the impact of high-speed mobility and
designing a scalable algorithm are primary concerns. We proposed
a hierarchical network model and a cooperative cache invalidation
scheme including its enhancement, in which both the server and
network agents of location management coordinate the cache
invalidation operation. We developed a simple analytical model
for the proposed schemes for rapid estimate of performance
trends. We also compared the proposed schemes with two prior
cache invalidation schemes through extensive simulation, and observed that the proposed CCI and ECCI schemes provide better performance than others with respect to the query delay, cache hit
rate, and communication overhead.
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